Class of Morgan Geldings

Use these pictures to place this class of Morgan geldings. You may also practice Reasons with this class. There is no official placing for this class, have your leader or other expert provide an official placing and cuts according to his/her judgment.

Horse 1
Horse 2
Horse 4
Class of Morgan Mares

Use these pictures to place this class of Morgan mares. You may also practice Reasons with this class. There is no official placing for this class, have your leader or other expert provide an official placing and cuts according to his/her judgment.

Horse 1
Horse 2
Horse 3
Horse 4
Class of Stock Horse Mares

Use these pictures to place this class of Stock Horse Mares. You may also practice Reasons with this class. There is no official placing for this class, have your leader or other expert provide an official placing and cuts according to his/her judgment.

Horse 1
Horse 2
Horse 3
Class of Polo Geldings

Use these pictures to place this class of Polo Geldings. You may also practice Reasons with this class. There is no official placing for this class, have your leader or other expert provide an official placing and cuts according to his/her judgment.

Horse 1
Horse 2
Class of Polo Mares

Use these pictures to place this class of Polo Mares. You may also practice Reasons with this class. There is no official placing for this class, have your leader or other expert provide an official placing and cuts according to his/her judgment.

Horse 1
Horse 3
Please, also take our survey when you complete this! Thank you for participating!